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• This screening procedure is intended 
to help wilderness managers conduct 
“adverse impact determinations” as 
part of Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration (PSD) applications for 
sources that emit air pollutants that 
might impact Class I wildernesses. 

• The process provides an initial 
estimate of susceptibility to critical 
loadings for sulfur, nitrogen, and 
ozone. It also provides a basis for 
requesting necessary additional 
information where potential adverse 
impacts are identified.















CL = the deposition loading at 
which something happens to an 
ecosystem (usually linked to biotic 
change)

R2 LAC=  No more than 10% 
change in ANC to sensitive lakes

Screening Methodology = 
simplistic way to “connect the 
dots” between LAC and CL for use 
in NEPA and PSD



Step 1: get baseline lake data: 
10% most sensitive ANC for 
lake (say 20ueq/l)

Step 2: determine cumulative deposition 
from (new source + others) (say .05 
kg/ha/yr 

How much extra deposition would it take to change ANC by10%?

20 ueq/l

Step 3: calculate deposition impact to 
lake ANC based on catchment area and a 
bunch of assumptions. 

Step 4: if calculated change to ANC from sources  is < 10% (2 
ueq/l in this case) impact doesn’t exceed sensitive receptor 
effect) for this system

Lake ANC data

Not exactly “critical load”, since 
more of a management threshold 
for desired condition, than biotic 
change documented by science. 
But similar concept



DAT: Deposition Analysis Threshold 

•Defines “what amount of deposition (related to 
single- source of emissions) is “insignificant” (so 
small we don’t care).
•Not related to an “effect” on an ecosystem
•Used in PSD/NEPA: When DAT is exceeded, FLM 
“might” care, and will look at site specific effects 
(including whether CL is exceeded) further 


